Network‑based gene function inference method to predict optimal gene functions associated with fetal growth restriction.
The guilt by association (GBA) principle has been widely used to predict gene functions, and a network‑based approach may enhance the confidence and stability of the analysis compared with focusing on individual genes. Fetal growth restriction (FGR), is the second primary cause of perinatal mortality. Therefore, the present study aimed to predict the optimal gene functions for FGR using a network‑based GBA method. The method was comprised of four parts: Identification of differentially‑expressed genes (DEGs) between patients with FGR and normal controls based on gene expression data; construction of a co‑expression network (CEN) dependent on DEGs, using the Spearman correlation coefficient algorithm; collection of gene ontology (GO) data on the basis of a known confirmed database and DEGs; and prediction of optimal gene functions using the GBA algorithm, for which the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) was obtained for each GO term. A total of 115 DEGs and 109 GO terms were obtained for subsequent analysis. All DEGs were mapped to the CEN and formed 6,555 edges. The results of GBA algorithm demonstrated that 78 GO terms had a good classification performance with AUC >0.5. In particular, the AUC for 5 of the GO terms was >0.7, and these were defined as optimal gene functions, including defense response, immune system process, response to stress, cellular response to chemical stimulus and positive regulation of biological process. In conclusion, the results of the present study provided insights into the pathological mechanism underlying FGR, and provided potential biomarkers for early detection and targeted treatment of this disease. However, the interactions between the 5 GO terms remain unclear, and further studies are required.